
A STUDY OF FACTORY ACT 1948

In India, codified legislation for the same has come a long way with the enactment of the Factories Act, which entails the
provisions for this.

If the Factory Inspector is not satisfied with the reply given by the factory management he shall institute a case
against the Occupier and Factory Manager before Judicial Magistrate First Class, Labour Court Section 
Hence, Factory forms an important part of the economy. Section A The occupier or manager of the factory or
any other person who for the time being purports to be in charge of the factory, undertake safety and
occupational health surveys, and such occupier or manager or other person shall afford all facilities for such
every, including facilities for the examination and testing of plant and machinery and collection of samples
and other data relevant to the survey. The workplace conditions are to be maintained as sanitary as well as
organized in nature. Right of Workers to be warned about imminent danger. It can be established that the
safety provisions are elaborate and exhaustive in nature so that they can act as a preventive measure against
any hazardous situation that may arise as a result of the nature of the work or the material present at the
factory in the first place. The minimum age for the admission of children to employment has been raised from
12 to 14 years and the minimum permissible daily hours of work of children were reduced from five to four
and a half hour. It was held in this case that the requirement of obtaining sanction to prosecute is mandatory
and taking cognizance of an offence in the absence of sanction cannot be allowed to stand and has to be
quashed. Further the total number of hours of overtime work in a quarter must not exceed  To prepare a
written statement of his general policy with respect to the health and safety of the workers at work and the
organization and arrangements in force for carrying out that policy. Bandaru Dattatreya. The basic provisions
of the old Act relating to Health, safety, and welfare are extended to all work places irrespective of the number
of workers employed, except premises where processes are carried on by the occupier with the sole aid of his
family. Compulsory Disclosure of Information by the Occupier. The Bill gives such rule making powers to
both, the central and state governments. Exemptions of occupier or manager from liability in certain cases
Section  We need 3 important clarifications here: Clarification 1 Clarification 2 Clarification 3 In order to
calculate the number of workers in the industry, we need to consider all the workers in different relays and
groups on a particular day. The occupier of a factory involving a hazardous process shall, with the previous
approval of the Chief Inspector, lay down measures for the handling, usage, transportation and storage of
hazardous substances inside the factory premises and the disposal of such substances outside the factory
premises and publicise them in the manner prescribed among the workers and the general public living in the
vicinity. Appointment of Safety officers. It was passed with the intention of safeguarding the health of workers
and adopted by India. There should be a weekly holiday. State of Karnataka  The Bill amends provisions
related to overtime hours of work. The monetary fines provided for as contravening these provisions places a
lot of responsibility, accountability and liability on the employer so that there is an answerable authority that
acts as an example in the case of any issue. Notice of Certain Disease. Working Hours: According to the
provision of working hours of adults, no adult worker shall be required or allowed to work in a factory for
more than 48 hours in a week. Section 88 Where in any factory an accident occurs which causes death, or
which causes any bodily injury by reason of which the person injured is prevented from working for a period
of forty-eight hours or more immediately following the accident, or which is of such nature as may be
prescribed in this behalf, the manager of the factory shall send notice thereof to such authorities, and in such
form and within such time, as may be prescribed to the Chief Inspector. The Bill raises this limit to hours.
Every occupier shall, with the approval of the Chief Inspector, draw up an on-site emergency plan and detailed
disaster control measures for his factory and make known to the workers employed therein and to the general
public living in the vicinity of the factory the safety measures required to be taken in the event of an accident
taking place. Industries Limited Etc. Health: For protecting the health of workers, the Act lays down that every
factory shall be kept clean and all necessary precautions shall be taken in this regard.


